Why choose Zaun?
One of the largest and most dynamic British manufacturers of high security perimeter
protection systems. Zaun’s comprehensive range of solutions combats the rapidly
changing security threat, and ensures our systems meet the perimeter security
requirement for any site. Tested by independent organisations and governments to
the most stringent criteria, our systems protect sites of critical national importance
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on a global scale.

Zaun has an unrivalled history of developing and manufacturing industry leading
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perimeter systems. Our high security systems have been subjected to the most
stringent test conditions from HVM fencing systems, barriers, bollards and gates
to security rated fencing and gate system protected against phyisical attacks and
breaches. Our perimeter systems include everything from fences, gates, bollard and
barriers to PIDS, access control, RADAR and CCTV cameras with video analytics

Worldwide Zaun Group has regional sales offices in several destinations in the
United Kingdom (including Wolverhampton, London & Surrey), France, Sweden,
Spain, Italy, United Arab Emirates and Australia. Our manufacturing plants are
based at our Head Office in Wolverhampton, UK and Dubai, UAE.
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Our Manufacturing plants in the UK and Middle East includes a range of welded
STATE-OF-THE-ART

mesh and woven mesh production equipment, tube and laser cutters and plasma
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cutting machines, all designed and tweeked to specifically produce our vast range
of bespoke and standard manufactured perimeter systems.

Since 1996 Zaun have been manufacturing industry leading perimeter and sports
fencing solutions to serve markets around the world, ranging from sports fencing
for schools and sports clubs, to perimeter security for utilities, prisons, airports and
military bases. Our systems have been used at some of the world's most prestigious
major events including the Olympic Games, G8, NSS & NATO Summits and sites of
national importance such as the Meydan Racecourse in Dubai & PDO Oil in Oman.
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